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PROBLEM
There is a mushrooming of ICT and BPO private sector enterprises in the Western Balkans. This 
provides an abundance of outsourcing opportunities regionally and internationally. Except for 
dependence on lowvalue telemarketing services for limited clients/markets, these potentials have 
not been adequately and systematically tapped for inclusive economic development. There are 
three critical constraints:
 There is limited access to foreign markets; difficulty of acquiring new 

clients/contracts on the international market.
 There is a critical problem in recruiting staff with the right skills profile. Many of the job 

vacancies remain unfilled and firms struggle to recruit people with the right skills to profile.
 Only limited enterprises are successful at entering these markets, and even most believe that 

they are not able to make full use of the opportunities.

FOCUS

Target group
Women, young people,
early-stage entrepreneurs, 
in particular disadvantaged 
and excluded groups

Sector:
Information communication 
& technology (ICT)
Business Process 
Outsourcing (BPO)

Location:
Western Balkans 
(Albania, Bosnia & Herzegovina,
 Kosovo, Montenegro, North
Macedonia, Serbia)

Start:
August 2020

Co-facilitation partner:
Help - Hilfe zur Selbsthilfe

INTERVENTION BRIEF

Vibrant service sector for better economic opportunities

The focus of this pilot intervention idea is to promote 
and strengthen the economic 'regional value addition' 
of the ICT-BPO sector. The pilot intervention 
activities were designed by building on the 
knowledge of successful models tested by 
the RisiAlbania project in Albania and the 
MarketMakers project in Bosnia & 
Herzegovina, of the Swiss Agency for 
Development and Cooperation (SDC), implemented 
by Helvetas, and were initiated in Serbia, North 
Macedonia, Kosovo, and Montenegro.

VISION
A vibrant ICT-BPO sector responds to underlying 
constraints preventing private sector enterprises in 
the sector from attracting clients and services and 
growing and investing. The branding of the 
Western Balkan region as a nearshore 
destination for ICTBPO services and clients 
by stimulating the competitiveness of private 
sector enterprises and creating a critical mass 
generates more inclusive and sustainable 
benefits (income and jobs) for the target group.



BUSINESS MODEL

INTERVENTION BRIEFVibrant service sector for better economic opportunities

This pilot intervention facilitates: 

1) The supply of the skilled workforce demanded by the private sector by improving 
non-formal training offer based on the market demand and diversifying intermediation and 
career guidance services.
Key elements of the business model are:

 International accreditation for training offers to address the quality of the 
curriculum, recognition of qualifications, and mobility issues;

 A better collaboration between the private sector and the training providers to 
address the relevance of training and coordination mechanisms between employers 
and education institutions;

 Career guidance for entry-level trainees to provide youth with information 
and key soft skills necessary to make informed decisions on their career 
paths; and

 Job matching services to better link supply and demand in the labor 
market.

2) Access to better functioning business services (e.g. information /research 
and knowledge generation, finances).
Key elements of the business model are:

 More attractive business support services using ICT tools available in the Western 
Balkan countries to support the development and growth of SMEs; and

 Better coaching and mentoring services for SMEs to help them grow their business 
and have a better understanding of international markets.

3) Improvement of the membership organizations' business development to link domestic 
companies and foreign clients as well as an advocate towards a regional brand for the 
promotion of the ICT and BPO sector.
Key elements of the business model are:

 Increased capacities of industry clusters and associations for data collection and 
advocacy; and

 An increased collaboration between associations and industry clusters to address 
low awareness of society and decision-makers of the potential of the ICT sector and 
its possible contribution to economic growth.

EXPECTED RESULTS

of people express satisfaction with the relevance of skills, 
knowledge, and information services70% 

of private sector enterprises report 
higher turnover and/or profit as a result of 
changes stimulated by the program

of additional investment made by 
private sector enterprises as 
a result of changes stimulated

5% 4%

1500
people

improve their skills and knowledge, 
and increase their employability as well as start 
their own economic/income-generating initiatives 


